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Abstract

Pneumocephalus following ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt insertion is an exceptionally rare occurrence. We report such an event after attempting ventricular puncture (ventriculostomy) for VP shunt insertion and then discuss the management of the same. Dry tap can lead to multiple attempts for ventriculostomy with the associated added risks of complications, as well as complicating the subsequent management. In addition, there is an increased risk of tension pneumocephalus, seizure and shunt failure due to a blockage by air bubbles. Our patient presented with features of raised intracranial pressure two months following craniotomy and evacuation of traumatic subdural hematoma. External ventricular puncture revealed egress of CSF under pressure. Upon attempting VP shunting for post-traumatic hydrocephalus, we experienced dry tap during ventricular puncture that complicated further management. We placed the proximal shunt in the presumed location of the foramen of Monro of ipsilateral frontal horn of lateral ventricle and did not remove the external ventricular drain. Post-operative CT scan revealed pneumoventriculi as the cause for the dry tap during ventricular puncture. Patient was managed with 100% oxygen. He showed gradual improvement and was later discharged. This case shows that variations in the procedure, including head down positioning, adequate cruciate dural incision prior to cortex puncture, and avoiding excessive egress of CSF can help to prevent such complications.
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Introduction

Pneumocephalus is defined as the presence of air within the calvarium. It often follows trauma but is also a common sequelae of intracranial surgery. Tension pneumocephalus is a life-threatening emergency that necessitates immediate surgical intervention. It is rarely reported after cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) diversion procedures. We present a rare case of tension pneumocephalus, resulting in dry tap during ventriculostomy and discuss its subsequent management.

Case report

Herein we report a case of a 35-year-old male from Nawalparasi, Nepal, who had undergone a craniotomy and evacuation of acute subdural hematoma following an automobile accident 2 months before admission to our institution. He presented with complaints of an abnormal gait, with a tendency to fall backwards and also with features of frontal lobe-related incontinence. There were no significant past medical illnesses. He was taking Sodium Valproate (300 mg oral three times daily) as seizure prophylaxis following the traumatic head injury and surgical intervention for the same 2 months previously. Fundus examination revealed the presence of papilledema. A head computerized tomography (CT) scan revealed the presence of evolving hydrocephalus. To rule out hydrocephalus ex vacuo due to volume loss and changes in CSF dynamics subsequent to the previous accident, external ventricular drainage (EVD) was placed which revealed egress of CSF under pressure. Thereafter he was scheduled for insertion of a VP shunt. During insertion of the VP shunt, there was dry tap during an attempt of ventriculostomy from the Kocher’s point. We made two further attempts to ensure the correct trajectory of the shunt end and also to refill the shunt end to prevent blockage due to blood clots and cell debris. We placed the shunt tip in the presumed location of the foramen of Monro of the frontal horn of ipsilateral lateral ventricle. We did not remove the EVD, hoping that it would act as a safety channel for CSF bypass had we missed the correct trajectory for the VP shunt.

A postoperative scan revealed the presence of tension pneumocephalus and pneumoventriculi (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The patient was managed with 100% oxygen for 3 days and was continued on antiepileptic medications at the same dose intravenously. Stringent neurological monitoring was undertaken to evaluate early neurological deterioration due to tension pneumocephalus. Pupils were routinely assessed to look for hippus (a clinical marker of epilepsy). Patient was extubated the following morning. A repeat CT scan on the 6th day post-operation showed that the proximal shunt was in the third ventricle (Figure 3) and there was complete resolution of the condition. The EVD was subsequently removed with no neurological deterioration of the patient on 7th day after operation. The patient then started to walk with support from the 8th day post-operation, and he slowly improved in gait. Patient went home walking with minimal support on the 14th day post-operation. Patient had also regained his bladder control within that time. Patient returned, walking on his own 1 month later for his follow up in the outpatient department. His gait was normal with no features of retropulsion. The shunt chamber was functioning well and his bowel habits were normal. Compliance in continuation of Sodium valproate therapy (at the aforementioned dose) was also ensured.

Figure 1. CT image showing presence of pneumocephalus and pneumoventriculi.

Figure 2. CT image showing location of EVD and VP Shunt proximal end.

Figure 3. CT image confirming location of proximal end of VP shunt.
Discussion

Pneumocephalus usually occurs after head trauma, skull base fractures, and associated CSF fistulas. The incidence of this entity was reported to be as high as 100% following supratentorial craniotomies. On the other hand, tension pneumocephalus is a neurosurgical emergency that requires rapid surgical intervention. Pneumocephalus as a complication of CSF diversion procedures is rare. Diagnosis is mainly based on clinical examination and computerized tomography (CT) scan. Two CT findings that characterise the condition – the ‘Mount Fuji’ sign and the ‘air bubble’ sign – have been described by Ishiwata et al.

There are two factors that are thought to be responsible for tension pneumocephalus development. The first is a decrease in intracranial pressure due to a sudden egress of CSF; the second is the presence of a craniodural defect that works as a one way valve allowing air inflow to the intracranial space and preventing outflow. It is claimed that moderate cerebral atrophy might play a role.

The duration of the shunt surgery must be as short as possible and CSF leakage during the connection of the shunt system must be avoided. Another factor that can lead to undesirable outcomes can be introduced during the puncturing of the cortex. Adequate cruciate incision must be given to prevent the passage of environmental air into the subdural space. Filling the subdural space on the ventriculostomy site with irrigation fluid until overflowing might help the outflow of air from the intracranial vault, reducing the risk of this rare complication. Cortical atrophy may have also had an effect on isolated air collection within the subdural space. In our case, another remote possibility for the development of pneumocephalus would be any leak in the closed drainage system of the previous EVD drain. Properly layered closure of the skin in VP shunt surgery is the most important factor for prevention of this rare complication.

The dry tap, as seen in our case, can lead to multiple attempts to attain the correct shunt trajectory, thereby increasing the risk of false trajectories and track hematomas. If there had been no EVD, then this would have led to termination of the procedure, thereby adding to the morbidity and risk of subsequent surgery. One alternative to our approach would be the use of intra-operative CT scan to ensure the diagnosis. Unfortunately this is not currently possible in developing countries like ours. We can, if available, take help of neuro-navigation tools to ensure the correct trajectory to the ventricles even in cases were in pneumocephalus occurs. This can reduce the added burden of subsequent surgeries and associated risk of anesthesia.

There is also risk of seizure and rapid neurological deterioration due to tension pneumocephalus. Once this occurs, close monitoring of the patient, rapid and accurate identification of tension pneumocephalus, and immediate surgical intervention is life-saving. Gore et al. have advocated the use of 100% oxygen for rapid resolution of pneumocephalus.

In conclusion, though VP shunting is one of the most common surgical procedures performed in neurosurgery, strict adherence to basic principles should be followed during the procedure so as to prevent avoidable complications such as in our case which may in times lead to sudden deterioration in the patient and also add to diagnostic and therapeutic dilemma to the concerned surgeons. One advantage in this case was the presence of an EVD as a safety bypass for CSF diversion. The limitations of our approach can be attributed to the unavailability of intra-operative CT scan and neuronavigation techniques which would have aided in early diagnosis and management in this scenario.
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The authors analysed dry tap during ventriculostomy in the presence of EVD inserted few days before.
Their explanations are reasonable. But there might be additional explanations.

The EVD was inserted to rule out ex vacuo hydrocephalus. CSF egressed under pressure. Here the authors could insert VP shunt on first occasion (without previous EDV).

There is no report on patient’s condition between EVD and VP insertion. If it improved and remained stable, no significant tension hydrocephalus is expected to evolve. It is my theory that the air was sucked into the ventricles and trapped subdurally at the time of VP shunt insertion when EDV was probably not stopped enough long time before VP insertion.

EDV produced some minor negative pressure. During attempts of inserting ventricular catheter of VP shunt produced sucking of the air into the ipsilateral ventricle and trapping it there. Similarly, during trephination of a burr hole for insertion of VP shunt and cutting the dura, some air was sucked subdurally on that side.

As slowly evolving postraumatic hydrocephalus is mainly of malabsorptive communicative type, lumbar drainage is less invasive attempt to reveal ex vacuo hydrocephalus than EDV. EDV or LD is stopped cca. 4-6h before inserting VP catheter to reexpand the ventricles and ease targeting.
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Respected Sir,

Thank you for your report.

We place the EVD in our ICU in suspected cases of hydrocephalus and then plan for the shunting if there is egress of CSF under pressure and neurological improvement in the patient. This case showed neurological improvement after EVD placement. The repeat CT after the shunt did not reveal pneumocephalus. We routinely do clamp the EVD 6 hours prior to the procedure to facilitate the tap. As you have correctly mentioned, the pneumocephalus might have resulted either during the trephination or during corticol incision prior to ventricular tap. Sorry to have missed these points in our paper.
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VP shunt is the most frequent surgical technique in neurosurgery to treat hydrocephalus related with trauma, SAH, tumor and other brain diseases. Dry tap, which is a rare episode during the shunt operation, may cause confused decision and leading to complications. In this report, authors described the details of the dry tap and analysis the possible reasons behind, which is helpful for neurosurgeons to prevent this rare complication in clinical settings.
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